The interest in analytical devices, which typically rely on the reactivity of a biological component for specificity, is growing rapidly. In this Perspective, we highlight current challenges in all-electrical biosensing as these systems shrink toward the nanoscale and enable the detection of analytes at the single-molecule level. We focus on two sensing principles: nanopores and amperometric microelectrode devices.
C onsiderable research interest toward miniaturization of analytical systems stems from the demand for more sensitive measurements for field and point-of-care practice. Miniaturization of analytical devices offers the prospect of integration of multiple steps in complex analytical procedures into a single portable device. Such devices will enable unskilled end-users to perform highly complex clinical or environmental tests, which are now only viable in large specialized central laboratories. A share of this progress is directed toward shrinking the size of detection elements to the nanoscale as well as integrating them with electronics.
Nanoscale sensors are not only desirable for point-of-care use, but they can also yield valuable molecular information in fundamental studies when a single-molecule detection level is approached. Here, molecular heterogeneities, subpopulations, intramolecular dynamics, and unsynchronized reactions, which are masked, averaged out, or otherwise invisible in ensemble measurements, can also be revealed. For example, enzyme molecules with identical primary sequences exhibit slight differences in conformation and turnover rate. This can be due to random errors that occur in the transcription and translation processes or due to the unpredictable events during the folding process.
From a sensor application standpoint, single-molecule resolution is the fundamental limit for detection as this sensitivity allows the measurement of very low-concentration assays relevant for, e.g., early stage detection of disease biomarkers.
Since the first single-molecule experiment by Rotman in 1961, 1 who detected the fluorescence response of individual single enzyme molecules encapsulated in microdroplets, singlemolecule techniques such as optical methods, force microscopy, and electrical methods have been developed with an exponential increase. From a practical real-word point of view, electrical methods have the advantage of facile miniaturization, ease of integration with CMOS systems, straightforward signal transduction, and lower cost. The advancement of electrical single-molecule detection systems has mostly been focused on the passage of single molecules through a single ion channel or nanopore by measuring the change in conductance of the electrolyte media. However, other electrical single molecule detections schemes have attracted attention. For example, single molecules can be detected and their dynamics can be monitored when the biomolecule of interest is attached to a field effect transistor (FET) consisting of a carbon nanotube. 2−4 Here, the signal is amplified by electrostatic gating of the charged functional groups of biomolecules on the surface of the underlying FET.
Several reports have already highlighted the importance of biosensing and its implications on our lives. 5−8 In this Perspective, we exemplify two electrical sensing principles for low numbers of molecules and the inherent challenges for molecular biodetection: nanopores, already very powerful single molecule tools, and microelectrodes (especially, microfabricated devices based on direct electron transfer). Adopting amperometric sensing, microelectrode devices are promising to achieve single-molecule biodetection for fundamental studies as well as for point-of-care applications.
■ BIOSENSING AT NANOPORES
Nanopore sensors consist of a highly insulating membrane, usually with a single nanometer-sized pore, incorporated into an electrolyte-filled cell. "Biological" nanopore sensors contain a pore-forming protein, such as α-hemolysin, embedded in a lipid-bilayer membrane. Here, we focus on solid-state devices, which feature a highly insulating dielectric membrane material (e.g., Si 3 N 4 , SiO 2 , more recently also single-layer graphene and MoS 2 ) and a pore milled with a focused electron or ion beam. 9−13 Hybrid devices have also been fabricated, for example, by integrating α-hemolysin directly into a solid-state membrane or by designing nanopore channels from DNA Origami. 14, 15 The fundamental working principle is the same and illustrated in Figure 1 . An external electric field or other driving force is used to drive large biopolymers, such as singleor double-stranded DNA, through the pore. Such a "translocation event" may be detected optically (fluorescence or surface-enhanced (resonance) Raman), via local probes or by measuring the ion current, if the passing polymer alters the (ionic) conductance of the nanopore (which is usually the case). 16−18 Features of the measured signal, such as the duration of the event, the magnitude of the signal modulation, and potential substructure, reflect the physical properties of the analyte, e.g., the length of the polymer, its relative charge, and conformation. 9, 10, 13 The pore can be made small enough so that the analyte (say DNA) is forced into a linear conformation during translocation. In principle, this interesting and rather unique feature gives access to the individual bases (or base pairs) and may allow for compositional analysis with high spatial resolution along the DNA, at the single-molecule level. Hence, the idea of fast and label-free DNA (or RNA) sequencing has been a major driving force in the field (and been achieved using biological pores), 20, 21, 22 even though there is also considerable interest in other applications, such as the detection of proteins and protein complexes, fragment sizing, barcoding, and gene profiling. 23, 24 In this context, solid-state nanopore devices offer an advantage over biological channels, in that the pore size can be adapted to the analyte in question; they could be seen as a more flexible platform for biomolecular analysis.
However, several challenges inherent to (solid-state) nanopore sensing have so far prevented it from becoming a mainstream tool in biomolecular analysis and diagnostics. Rather than sequencing, which has been discussed elsewhere recently, 25, 26 we take as an example the detection and analysis of protein/DNA complexes, e.g., for methylation profiling or DNA damage detection. It should be noted that similar considerations however apply to other applications. In these cases, the presence and relative location of proteins bound along the DNA is of interest, as illustrated in Figure 2 .
Device Design. The optimal design of solid-state nanopore sensors is at the heart of their performance, and both aspects are usually strongly coupled. The dimensions of the analyte mainly dictates the pore diameter; sub-5 nm pores allow singleand double-stranded DNA to pass through but not antibodies, which are typically around 10 nm in diameter. To a first approximation, the larger the pore volume excluded by the analyte during translocation, the larger the concomitant current change, relative to the open-pore current (surface charge effects are, however, important 27 ). Hence, thinner membranes should be advantageous from this perspective as they allow for higher spatial resolution. On the other hand, a thinner membrane may also increase the device capacitance, thus increasing the (capacitive) noise and decreasing the time resolution of the sensor. 28 As a compromise, the membrane could be thin in the probe region (i.e., inside the pore) but thick and well-insulated Figure 1 . Basic design and working principle of a nanopore sensor. A highly insulating membrane separates two electrolyte-filled compartments, and only a nanometer-sized opening in the membrane (the "nanopore") allows for the transport of liquid, ions, and analytes between the two reservoirs. The two electrodes are used to apply an electric field and measure the ion current through the cell. If the solution or "access" resistance is small compared to the pore resistance, R acc ≪ R pore , the electric field at the pore is E ≈ V bias /L, where L is the membrane thickness. The bulk solution is then effectively field-free and DNA motion is governed by Brownian diffusion. The capture radius characterizes the distance from the pore entrance where electrophoresis becomes effective in transporting DNA. Electro-osmosis occurs when the pore walls are charged and affects the speed of DNA translocation. In the case of proteins, it may even determine the direction of transport, namely, against the electrophoretic force. When the DNA enters, the measured current begins to deviate from the openpore current and remains at a certain, "DNA only" level, until the first bound protein enters the channel. The current remains at a new level until protein 1 exits, after which the "DNA only" current is reestablished. t′ is the moment in time shown on the left, namely, after protein 1 has left but before protein 2 has entered the pore. Analytical information may be extracted from the number of current "dips" during each event (= number of proteins bound), the time difference between each protein signal, and the start of the translocation event (related to the position on the DNA, provided the translocation speed is known) and also from the magnitude of the current change (relative size of the protein).
from the solution everywhere else. 29 Alas, a thinner membrane usually means that the local electric field is higher, increasing the speed of translocation and the time resolution required for reliable detection. Higher local electric fields may also render the pore unstable, by inducing local (electro-)chemical reactions and decrease the lifetime of the device.
30,31
Translocation Speed and Time Resolution. If a 10 kbp (∼3.4 μm) long, linear piece of DNA with a single bound antibody (diameter ∼10 nm) translocates in ∼1 ms through a pore channel of L = 50 nm, then the bound antibody spends only about 3 μs in the sensing region. With electric current modulations usually in the region of hundreds of picoamps, the time resolution required to reliably detect the event represents a significant challenge. Optimizing the electronics design and decreasing device capacitance to well below 10 pF by miniaturization, as well as replacing "lossy" materials such as Si, has brought significant improvements in this regard, and the detection of even very short single-stranded DNA at low microsecond time resolution has indeed been achieved. 32−35 In addition, replacing KCl with LiCl or NaCl as the electrolyte has, perhaps at first glance unexpectedly, lead to a slowing down of DNA translocation, presumably due to a change in the DNA charge. 36 Fluctuations. Determining the position of a bound protein or label on the DNA would require knowledge of the translocation speed or, at least, that the latter remains constant. If that is not the case, the measurement is affected by an unknown error. While electrophoretic transport tends to dominate DNA motion across the pore, especially at high V bias , random fluctuations are always present. The actual speed of the DNA is then a function of time and changes in a stochastic manner. 37, 38 Adsorption of DNA-bound proteins inside the pore channel can complicate matters further and it has indeed been shown that even a single protein bound to DNA can affect the translocation dynamics significantly. 39, 40 Translocation Statistics and Total Analysis Time. The translocation characteristics of an analyte (e.g., time, current change) are best represented in terms of distributions (approximately Gaussian or stretched Gaussian), as a result of the stochastic (Brownian) nature of transport toward the pore as well as fluctuations described above. In order to extract analytically meaningful information, it is often necessary to detect and analyze several hundreds if not thousands of translocation events. Only if the "signal-to-noise ratio", e.g., the difference between the current changes for different analytes is very large, can they be differentiated with sufficient confidence even at the single-molecule level. 41 Otherwise, the total analysis time may be relatively long, say around 100 s for a translocation frequency of 10 Hz and 1000 events. The translocation frequency may be increased to some extent by increasing the solution concentration. However, too high concentrations can lead to crowding (multiple translocations at the same time) or even pore clogging or be incompatible with the solution chemistry involved (e.g., in the context of antibody/DNA binding). In practice, high picomolar or low nanomolar concentrations are common, depending on the analyte. Binding the analyte on the surface of a lipid-bilayer coated solid-state device has been devised as an elegant way to introduce enhanced specificity and to preconcentrate analytes prior to analysis (both via the specificity and binding affinity of surface receptors).
While further aspects could be added here, the above illustrates that there is no "one size fits all" and that the actual device design requires careful consideration of the target analyte and the context of the sensing application. The speed and sensitivity of electric detection may at some point reach its fundamental limits and slowing down the translocation process by a suitable electrolyte 36 or by surface modification 42 may then be a way forward. The integration of molecular machines or processive enzymes with a solid-state nanopore platform is an intriguing prospect in this context, since it could also help reduce fluctuations and enhance control over the polymer strand inside the pore. The translocation speed is then essentially defined by the processivity of the enzyme, which is typically in the millisecond regime and hence easier to handle from an electronic point of view. It would require robust immobilization strategies that allow the enzyme to be placed into the correct location (say, the entrance of the channel using DNA Origami 43 ) and compatibility between enzyme and the analyte.
■ BIOSENSING WITH MICROELECTRODES
One of the dreams of analytical chemists is to develop sensors that can measure very low analyte concentrations or even a single analyte molecule, especially when it comes to early detection of disease biomarkers. Among all methods developed for nanoscale biosensing applications, amperometric methods are promising due to their simplicity and ease of integration with other platforms. The fundamental working principle of an amperometry sensor is the electron transfer between redoxactive molecules and an electrode. In this type of platform, a biomolecule converts biological information to chemical information, which is then transduced into an electrical current signal. Here, the bias potential and the magnitude of the current directly reflect the electrochemical properties of the analyte. Thus, the operation is often much simpler than optical methods. However, several inherent challenges have so far prevented amperometric sensing from becoming a mainstream tool in studying individual single (bio)molecules. Here, we point out these challenges.
Signal Detection. The main challenge for the detection of low numbers of molecules at microelectrodes is the small current signal obtained from individual molecules as the sensors lack intrinsic amplification. The electrodes can be fabricated small enough so that only a few analytes exchange electrons at a time for a given concentration. However, if a single target analyte molecule is oxidized or reduced at the electrode surface, only n electrons (n = 1, 2, 3 depending on the molecule oxidation state) are exchanged. This charge is far too small to be detected with state-of-the-art electrical amplifiers at ambient temperature. Ultimately, the measurable current level is required to exceed instrumental noise. The smallest detectable current (under ambient conditions and using state-of-the-art electrical amplifiers) needs to be significantly higher than 1 fA which corresponds to about 10 000 electron exchanges per second.
Different approaches exist to overcome or circumvent this limitation. One way is to use enzymes, which not only contribute a single charge transfer per molecule but facilitate a continuous charge transfer by turning over substrate molecules at a high rate. Hoeben et al. employed this approach to study [NiFe]-hydrogenase enzymes immobilized on the surface of a 70 nm × 70 nm microfabricated gold electrode. 44 Upon biasing the electrode, hydrogen was oxidized, generating 2 e − at a very high turnover rate of approximately 1500 s −1 to 9000 s −1 (see Figure 3A) . While no single enzyme molecule was detected in
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Anal. Chem. 2015, 87, 5470−5475 this study, based on the observed turnover current of 22 fA, the number of active enzymes was estimated to be ∼8 to 46 enzyme molecules (based on k max = 9000 s −1 to 1500 s −1 , respectively).
Another way to amplify the electrochemical signal is redox cycling between two independently biased electrodes in a nanogap configuration. Species diffuse across the gap via Brownian motion and they are oxidized (or reduced) at the first electrode. Then, they diffuse toward the second electrode where they are reduced (or oxidized) back into their original forms. Thus, for a sufficiently short diffusive path (distance between the electrodes) each molecule contributes several thousand electrons per second to the detected current. This leads to a large corresponding boost in signal.
The use of redox cycling for detection of individual single molecules was first reported in 1995. 46−48 Fan and Bard reported the detection of small numbers of molecules (1−10) trapped in a minuscule volume of a dilute solution of the electroactive species between a wax-shrouded Pt−Ir tip of ∼10 μm and a conductive substrate using a scanning electrochemical microscope setup. Redox cycling of electroactive molecules between the tip and the substrate was shown to yield a current of 0.7 pA/molecule detected as large relative fluctuations having a step-like character as the molecules moved into and out of detection zone.
A similar configuration was reported by Sun and Mirkin where a zeptoliter volume solution was trapped in a nanogap between a disk-like recessed Pt nanoelectrode shrouded in glass and a Hg bath. 49 Large variations in diffusion-limited current were observed at concentrations corresponding approximately to a single-molecule occupancy in the detection zone and were attributed to different discrete numbers of redox molecules being trapped in the detection volume.
Thanks to advances in microfabrication and their accessibility and extension to other fields of science such as analytical chemistry, 50, 51 Lemay et al. devised and fabricated an electrochemical nanofluidic sensor device 52 which enabled a more systematic approach to electrical single-molecule detection based on redox cycling. 53, 54 As shown in Figure 3B , this nanogap sensor consists of two parallel microelectrodes separated by a thin film of fluid (<200 nm) on a chip, and the redox cycling occurs in a confined space of a nanocavity. Compared to the SECM method reported in 1995, 48 the new sensor has the advantage that photolithography yields a large number of virtually identical devices with a well-determined geometry. Moreover, it allows more flexibility for future integration with CMOS systems for practical applications. In nanogap devices with a gap of 40 nm, single redox-active molecules in aqueous solution have generated currents of 20 fA. 54 Thus, the nanogap sensors can be employed in fundamental bioelectrochemical experiments, such as localized neurotransmitter release, or studies of single enzymes or singlecell electrochemical assays. 51 As a step forward toward single-molecule bioelectrochemical detection, we recently integrated an enzymatic recognition element in a nanofluidic gap sensor so that the detection and electrochemical signal transduction occurred within a 6 fL volume. 45 The enzyme tyrosinase was locally immobilized via a thiol bond into a microfabricated gold nanogap electrochemical transducer. Tyrosinase catalyzes the oxidation of redox-inactive monophenols into the redox-active couple catechol/quinone at a turnover rate of ∼14 s −155 which then undergoes redox cycling in the nanogap. The short diffusion time between the two electrodes (<1 ms for a 200 nm gap) ensures an amplified current. Although detection at the single enzyme level was not achieved in this study, the activity of approximately 5000 immobilized active enzymes was studied; only 120 zmol of product molecules in the nanochannel were detected for a substrate concentration of 25 μM. In principle, this approach can be extended to study single enzyme molecules provided that several challenges related to the enzyme immobilization and device design are overcome.
The inherent amplification of an electrocatalytic current can also be employed for the detection of individual nanoparticles. 56, 57 Here, the catalytic process results in amplification, as a single catalyst provides a continuous stream of electrontransfer events leading to a measurable current. This approach has recently been applied successfully to nanoscale catalysts, namely, individual metal nanoparticles. In this method, the potential of the working electrode is set at a value so that little or no faradaic current flows even in the presence of a high concentration of a kinetically slow redox molecule. Upon addition of nanoparticles (which catalyze the oxidation and reduction of the redox molecules), individual current transients are observed due to the collisions of individual nanoparticles with the electrode surface and subsequent electrocatalytic reactions of the redox molecules. This method can be extended to study single biomolecules. This principle was recently employed for detection of individual DNA hybridization events (see Figure 4) . 58 Here, a gold microband electrode was modified with a sequence of single-stranded DNA molecules, and real-time individual hybridization events of platinum nanoparticle tagged DNA were monitored as current steps raised from the electrocatalytic oxidation of N 2 H 4 . Adsorption. When micro-or nanoscale systems are employed, the role of parasitic adsorption on electrode surfaces is greatly amplified. While molecules in a biorecognition layer are most often immobilized purposely, nonspecific adsorption greatly reduces the current signal from molecules detected by redox cycling, as these should traverse a nanogap a thousand times per second by diffusing freely. In nanochannels, the surface-to-volume ratio can exceed 10 7 m −1
, and the smallest adsorption affinities and adsorption times, which are negligible at the macro-or microscale, often lead to the effect that molecules are adsorbed most of the time. This is especially noticeable as lower numbers of molecules are measured. The first approach to minimize adsorption (and also fouling and passivation in general) is the correct selection of electrode materials. For example, it is known that redox active molecules adsorb more on noble metal electrodes such as gold or platinum compared to carbon or boron-doped diamond electrodes. Another approach is to functionalize the electrode surface with a short self-assembled monolayer with suitable end groups. 59 The main challenge here is to obtain a thin uniform coating to ensure fast electron transfer via this layer as the thickness of this layer affects the electron-transfer and therefore the magnitude of the signal. The adsorption of outer-sphere redox molecules is a complex process and depends on a variety of factors such as the electronic structure of the metal−solution interface, the nature of the supporting electrolyte and the adsorbate as well as electrostatic effects depending on the potential of the electrode. 60 Thus, better insights into the adsorption and effective methods to control it are required. 61 Biorecognition Layer. Detection most often relies on incorporation of a biorecognition layer for hybridization, enzymatic reactions, or antigen−antibody interactions. In general, it is a challenge to achieve a reproducibly homogeneous, dense, and highly active biolayer as surface areas shrink. For single-molecule detection at a microelectrode or in a nanofluidic channel, it is even more challenging to confine the biomolecule immobilization to submicrometer dimensions. This may be achieved via the interplay of enzyme concentration and incubation time or via controlled immobilization of many enzyme molecules and deactivation of the extra enzyme molecules by an inhibitor. However, the selective immobilization of the biomolecule on the transducer continues to be a substantial challenge at the single-molecule level, as the biomolecule is also exposed to microfluidic feedthroughs and the wall of the detection channel.
Device Design. For any amperometric detection, a small electrode is beneficial. An electrode area smaller than the diffusion layer (approximately 25 μm diameter) allows very efficient mass transport of analytes to the electrode surface. This allows faster electrochemical processes to be studied while parasitic double layer capacitances and ohmic losses are suppressed. Thus, the RC charging time is decreased, the response is fast, and the influence and necessity of a counter electrode and a supporting electrolyte is minimized. 62 In a nanochannel device with target analytes moving freely in solution, a typical detection volume of several femtoliters is still very large when the sensors are employed for single-molecule sensing. Only at a concentration well below 1 nM is one molecule at a time located on average within the detection volume. To enable single molecule studies at higher concentrations (where trace contaminations with other electrochemically active species are more tolerable), a greatly reduced volume is necessary. This can be achieved not only by a smaller electrode distance but also by a reduced electrode size. Miniaturization is ultimately limited by lithographic resolution (about 1 μm if photolithography is used).
For practical applications, simultaneous selective detection of multiple analytes at low concentrations is one of the ultimate goals of analytical chemistry. Amperometric detection can offer a high selectivity, e.g., redox cycling is selective for reversible redox-active molecules over nonredox (single reduction or oxidation only) molecules, but the method still lacks selectivity for redox molecules with similar oxidation/reduction potentials. Thus, using a biorecognition layer selective to a specific substrate may solve this challenge.
■ CONCLUSIONS
Technologies which provide accurate and sensitive biomolecule detection are important in the fields of medical science, biotechnology, biology, and biophysics, for practical point-ofcare applications as well as for fundamental studies of single biomolecules. Nanopore sensors are already widely used tools which sense single molecules routinely.
Amperometric sensors are not yet at the stage of development to be employed as practical tools for single-molecule sensing. The main challenge to overcome is a boost in sensitivity, i.e., the signal per molecule. For all sensors, even when they are used to study ensembles of molecules, miniaturization toward the nanoscale offers a large variety of benefits, and we foresee substantial progress in this direction in the future. The most important challenge here is the definition of a reliable and reproducible biorecognition layer: it lies at the heart of the biosensor and is the first step in the detection process but difficult to implement at the nanoscale.
This important challenge of surface materials is shared with nanopore sensors, which require highly controlled surface properties to prevent fouling as well as ensuring long-term stability and operation. The further advancement of both nanopore and microelectrode sensors also depends strongly on measurement electronics which set limits to sensitivity as well as time resolution. The common challenge lies in the development of customized or integrated electronics solutions. We envision that also a combined approach of integrated nanopores/electrodes 17, 63 might prove beneficial in future sensors.
When it comes to real-world applications, often specificity of detection of low concentrations of an analyte in a background of a complex mixture is more important than single-molecule sensitivity. We anticipate that sensors manufactured by standard microfabrication will be most successful for such applications. They will benefit from both the cost-effectiveness of massively parallel fabrication and the possibility of on-chip integration of signal processing.
